DATE: November 2014

DESCRIPTION: ARB Essentials Recovery Kit

APPLICATION: Vehicle Recovery

PART NO.: RK11

PRODUCT GROUP: 350 - General Accs & Recovery Gear

BARCODE: 9332018029881

AVAILABILITY DATE: In Stock

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Over many years the RK9 Premium Recovery Kit has proved a popular accompaniment to many 4WD vehicles. Adding to the product range and available as a complete boxed kit is the new RK11.

The RK11 utilises the smaller ARB502 recovery bag making this a useful and compact recovery kit that can be stored in a standard 220mm high Outback Solutions Roller Drawer.

Packaged in a sturdy colour carton, the kit weighs just on 10kg and makes a great display in the showroom.

Note: ARB endorses safe recovery practices and consumers should refer to the vehicle recovery guide supplied in the kit for information on the correct selection and safe use of ARB recovery products.

KIT CONTENTS:

- 1 x ARB502 - ARB Small Recovery Bag
- 1 x ARB705 - ARB Recovery Strap 8000kg
- 1 x ARB730 - ARB 3m Tree Trunk Protector 12000kg
- 2 x ARB207D - Bow Shackle 19mm 4.75t rated
- 1 x 10100020 - Snatch Block Ultralight 9000kg